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Overview

- The Pacific Coast Highway and Trancas Canyon Road Improvements project consists of installing a new dedicated westbound right turn lane.
- The proposed right turn lane will be approximately 430 feet and will accommodate right turns onto Trancas Canyon Road as well as traffic entering into the Trancas Market shopping center.
- The project will be funded by Measure R Highway Operational improvements.
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Purpose and Need

• Access - to the Trancas Market Shopping Center and Trancas Canyon Road.
• Collaboration - City is working directly with Caltrans to make this project happen. (Separate CDP Project from the Bridge)
• Safety - the right turn lane provides space for vehicles to decelerate while maintaining two lanes of thru traffic.
• Past History - Community supported request.
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Design Components

• Northbound right turn pocket of +430 feet.
• South leg median removal and install paddles for separation.
• Relocation crosswalk to opposite side of intersection, and provide sidewalk and curb ramp improvements for pedestrians including utility relocation.
• Traffic signal modification to accommodate these improvements.
• Minor modifications on Trancas Canyon Road to accommodate bus movements.
• All work will be within the existing Right-of-Way.
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Proposed Layout
PCH Trancas Right Turn Improvements – Proposed Intersection

- Install new X-Walk
- Relocate and upgrade T.S. pole for proposed striping design
- Relocate ex. utility vaults & concrete pad for a clear pedestrian path
- Redesign ex. ramp & install new sidewalk
- Relocate ex. T.S. pole
- Redesign ex. ramp to accommodate removal of X-Walk. Replace sidewalk as needed
- Remove ex. median, install new paddles.
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PCH Trancas Right Turn Improvements – Proposed Overlay with Aerial

Trancas Market Shopping Center
Next Steps

• City to finalize funding with Metro Measure R
• City to advertise Request for Qualifications for design consultants
• Begin formal design this fiscal year 2020/2021
• Schedule to be refined during design
Questions / Comments

Contact:
Adam Chase, Assistant Public Works Director
achase@malibucity.org
(310) 456-2489 ext. 370